GreenLight II* Laryngoscope with Single-Use Steelite Blades
Vital Signs Laryngoscopes

Designed to Reduce Infection

- Strength of steel, safety of single use
- Single-use blades help reduce the risk of infection and cross-contamination
- Compatible with Safe Sac*, a disposable handle sheath that helps keep handle clean

Designed for Performance

- Ergonomic, over-molded handles are lightweight and designed to fit the clinician’s hand
- Handle has a durable, slip-resistant grip and a wide, sturdy base
- Bright LED light with a covered light rod prevents clinician back-flash glare
Designed to make things Easy

• Single-use blades reduce time and effort associated with reprocessing of reusable blades

• Standard AA batteries (Alkaline or Lithium) used in traditional handle for easy replacement (Single CR-123 Lithium battery used in stubby handle)

• Never worry about replacing bulbs again with our laryngoscope design

Designed to Last

• Efficient technology extends battery life beyond that of a standard incandescent bulb light source

• Five-year warranty on all handles

Designed for You
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